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Biomechanical effect of myopic SMILE compared to LASIK 
concurrent with corneal cross-linking (LASIK+CXL). 
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Purpose: To evaluate the effects on corneal biomechanics as a result of low and high 
myopic correction performed with Small Incision Lenticule Extraction (SMILE, employing the 
Visumax laser, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena Germany) compared to Femtosecond LASIK (FS200 & 
EX500 lasers, Alcon Surgical, Ft. Worth, TX) and to Femtosecond LASIK concurrent with 
corneal cross-linking (LASIK+CXL).   
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Methods: 30 human donor corneas formed six groups (n=5 each).  
Simulated low (-3.00D, groups-A, -B, -C) and high (-8.00D, groups-D, 
-E, -F) myopic corrections were performed: Group-A -3.00D SMILE, 
group-B -3.00D LASIK, group-C -3.00D LASIK+CXL, group-D -8.00D 
SMILE, group-E -8.00D LASIK, group-F -8.00D LASIK+CXL.   

The corneas in groups-C & -F additionally received concurrent CXL with 
saline-diluted (0.10%) riboflavin instilled on the stroma, with high-
Fluence (30mW/cm2) UV-A through the repositioned flap.   

1-Ex-vivo transverse biaxial resistance tensile strength 
measurements were performed; biomechanical effects were assessed 
via stress-strain and Young’s shear modulus.   

2-Subsequently, the specimens were subjected to enzymatic digestion 
resistance tests (Collagenase digestion). 
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Testing: 
The Biotester 5000 system (CellScale 
Biomaterials Testing, Waterloo, ON, Canada) was 
employed to provide biaxial load cell-based in-
plane tensile tests.  The specimens were fixed 
(randomly orientated) via a 4×5-tine rake 
arrangement on their center 3.5×3.5 mm square 
section.  
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Analysis: 
Stress vs Strain - Young’s modulus vs Strain.   Calculated at 10 & 15% strain  
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Results 
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Results: Low myopia results: Biomechanical shear modulus at 10% strain 
was 4.2±3.2MPa in group-A, 3.9±2.5MPa in group-B and 6.8±2.9MPa in 
group-C.  Enzymatic Digestion: Time to dissolution was 195±19min in 
group-A, 189±27min in group-B and 320±34min in group-C.   

High myopia results: Biomechanical shear modulus at 10% strain was 
3.7±2.1MPa in group-D, 2.9±2.2MPa in group-E and 4.5±2.9MPa in 
group-F.  Enzymatic Digestion: Time to dissolution was 155±17min in 
group-D, 129±37min in group-E and 175±44min in group-F. 

Biomechanical and enzymatic digestion results were statistically significant 
between SMILE and LASIK for high myopia; between LASIK+CXL and 
SMILE and LASIK for both low and high myopia. 
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In SMILE, the average relative difference Δ of the four metrics evaluated was -35.6% between the -3.00D 
correction and control and -50.2% between the -8.00D correction and control.   
In LASIK, average Δ was -21.2% between the -3.00D correction and control, and -50.4% between the 
-8.00D correction and control.   
When comparing same myopic correction, SMILE compared to LASIK appears to result in more 
biomechanical reduction for the -3.00D corrections by -25.9%, while a non-statistically significant 
difference was noted in the -8.00D corrections. 
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Discussion 
•  The data in this study suggest that SMILE and LASIK appear to result in statistically 

similar tensile strength reduction for higher myopic corrections (- 8.00 D groups);  
however LASIK appears to result in less corneal strength reduction in smaller myopic correction 
(- 3.00 D groups) possibly due to lens tissue removed. 

•  These results may be attributed to significant differences between the two procedures. SMILE 
results in more tissue removal, due to the minimum additional 15 µm tissue dissected, apparently 
independent of the amount of myopia corrected.   

•  This ex-vivo study cannot of course replicate in vivo biomechanical cornea behavior. It is 
interesting though to investigate in this fashion the potential ex-vivo differences. We expect for 
myopes of higher magnitude for SMILE to have a better biomechanical profile compared to 
LASIK. Also of interest would be the correlation of SMILE in high myopes to LASIK combined 
with CXL. 

•  Further studies, ideally in vivo maybe required to validate these data and speculations. 
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Conclusions:  
•  SMILE and LASIK appear to result in comparable biomechanical changes for 

low myopia; in high myopia LASIK results in reduced biomechanics.  
Incorporation of concurrent CXL in LASIK appears to provide significant 
increase in underlying corneal stromal rigidity.   

•  Biomechanical tensile strength is reduced with increasing amount of myopia 
corrected in both procedures except when CXL is used as an adjunct.   

•  Corneal stability post LASIK or SMILE and potential for ectasia prevention 
following refractive surgery may benefit from the results of this study. 


